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Bela Bart6k 
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The reverberative acoustics of Stude Concert Hall magnify the slightest 
sound made by the audience. Your care and courtesy will be appreciated. 
The taking of photographs and use of recording equipment are prohibited. 
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PROGRAM NOTES 

Remembering Gatsby: Foxtrot for Orchestra . . John Harbison 

Born in a small New Jersey town, John Harbison spent many of his forma
tive years in Princeton, where he developed an interest in the musical and lit
erary elite. His teen years were spent under the tutelage of composer Roger 
Sessions and at the piano of his own jazz band, which he formed at age eleven. 
Educated at Harvard and Princeton, Harbison claims a wide variety of musi
cal influences; serialism, Bach, and jazz rank at the top of the diverse list. The 
composer and conductor has enjoyed a successful career in the Boston area 
and abroad with collaborations by many major symphony orchestras and opera 
companies. 

His early literary interests have always permeated into his work and especi
ally his operas. He draws his themes from Shakespeare, Yeats, and, in the case 
of this work, Fitzgerald. Harbison toyed with the idea of composing an opera 
based on The Great Gatsby for many years and frequently sketched scenes and 
melodies for the nascent opera. Before a full-length opera would come to frui
tion, Harbison combined many of his early ideas into what he hoped would 
become an overture for the larger work, Remembering Gatsby: Foxtrot for Or
chestra. It was commissioned by the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra and Robert 
Shaw in 1985. 

On the surface, the overture seems to be a delightful jazz band piece jux
taposed against a more harrowing orchestral introduction and conclusion. The 
solo saxophone and neatly arranged drum licks are reminiscent of many of 
the pieces Harbison was surely familiar with from his father's work as a thea
ter composer in the twenties. But the framing orchestral music seems to imply 
something else. As the composer relates, "The piece begins with a cantabile 
passage for full orchestra, a representation of Gatsby's vision of the green light 
on Daisy's dock. Then the foxtrot begins, first with a kind of call to order, then 
a twenties tune I had written for one of the party scenes ... The tune is then var
ied and broken into its components, leading to an altered reprise of the call to 
order and an intensification of the original cantabile." 

As Nick implies in The Great Gatsby, the light on Daisy's dock is indicative 
of both Gatsby's dream of the perfect relationship and the broader American 
dream. This happiness is again presented in the main foxtrot theme. However, 
the music hints at the destruction that both dreams will suffer in the process 
of the story and in the development of the wealth-obsessed society in which 
it is set. As the foxtrot progresses, the themes become more and more frag
mentary, breaking apart. When the introductory music returns, the green light 
from Daisy's dock is eerily changed. The coda presents many of the themes 
once again and makes reference to the car horn and telephone bell that will 
ultimately seal Gatsby's fate, and the fate of the American dream in the face 
of The Great Gatsby's obsessive consumerism. 

Dance Suite . . Bela Bartok 

Bela Bart6k's Dance Suite (Tancszuit) was one of the first major orches
tral pieces he composed after World War I. Bart6k wrote the suite for a festival 
concert in 1923 celebrating the unification of Buda and Pest into Hungary's 
capital city. Unification seems to be a major theme in the composition of the 
suite and in Bart6k's wider repertoire. He spent his career combining the rela
tive tonality of his extensive folk-song collection (some 10,000 songs) and the 
atonal "music of the future ." His compositional output lies somewhere between 
the tonal freedom of Schoenberg and the neo-classicism of Stravinsky. Dance 
Suite is a sampling of all of these characteristics and marks a culmination of 
Bart6k's international style. 

In a set of lectures given at Harvard, Bart6k listed two ways of incorporat
ing a folk idiom into a composer's style: either quoting tunes in original works, 
or exploring the melodic, metric, and ornamental patterns of a certain style of 



I 

,Ak song and creating a new, similar style of one's own. Bart6k chose the latter 
path in his own compositions. Even though he transcribed and arranged a mul
titude of folk songs from Eastern Europe and abroad, his original compositions 

V represent a departure from mere "borrowing" and show the distinct originality 
S of a master composer. 
' The Dance Suite is a perfect example of this. Its six movements explore a 

Ai variety of dance styles from Hungary and what Bart6k considers Arab or Orien-
01 ta! sources. Each movement concludes with a ritomello, marked by Hungarian 
M modality and recurring melodies in the violins and upper woodwinds, unifying 
C the larger form of the work. Bart6k saw the first dance as distinctively Arab 
D while the second dance is markedly Hungarian in nature. The third dance has a 
K modal and rhythmic quality that elicits the feel of a Hungarian dance, but also 
S< alternates Romanian and North African elements as well. The slow fourth dance 
Jt displays an Eastern quality, alternating between high static chords in the strings 
K and a recurring melody in the winds. The fifth dance is based on E , but its chro
P, maticism, according to the composer, "is so primitive that one can only speak of 
R, a primitive peasant character here." The final movement brings back elements 
K from the previous dances and has a diverse array of folk qualities. The feeling 

· of internationalism is most successful in the sixth dance, which takes on the qua/
Li ity of a symphonic finale in the end. The Dance Suite reminds the audience that 
B, diversity and unity can occur at the same time. Each dance has its own national

ist character, but Bart6k uses his distinctly eloquent style to combine these assort
V ed and unique dances into something that is a global work of art. 
Jt 

· Symphony No. 2 in D Major, Op. 43 . . Jean Sibelius 
.le 
A, For a century Finland enjoyed relative autonomy from its ruler, Russia, 
Ji and worked to develop a strong sense of artistic identity. Jean Sibelius' most 

~ 
recognizable product, Finlandia, represents a move in the latter part of the 

J~ , 1800s from cultural pride to vehement desperation to preserve Finland's indi-
C, genous culture in the face of increasing Russian censorship. This "Kallevalaic" 
Le style, coined after a Finnish epic poem that employed archaic poetic devices 
M indicative of the Finnish language, would both characterize and haunt his re
K; presentation as a composer for the remainder of his career. Though at first he 
K1 would embrace it, Sibelius would later wish to be seen as more than a Finnish 

• G, composer. His latter compositions employ European forms in an effort to as
A, sert a more universal style and gain international renown. 
Al Symphony No. 2, Op. 43, was composed not in Finland, but mostly in Italy. 
H1 It was premiered in Helsinki in March 1902 and was an overwhelming success, 

all four performances being sold out. The Finnish public immediately saw it as 
Vi a patriotic epic. However, the composer emphatically denied any nationalistic 

~ El tendencies in the work but rather declared it was to be pure music that dealt 
with the form and style of the symphonic genre. This is especially apparent in 

J 
J, the interesting sonata form of the allegretto. A fragmented exposition presents 

0 
a variety of themes: the pulsing chords and unison recitative for the strings, the 

El, folk-like countermelodies in the woodwinds, and a variety of scalar passages. 
.. W, The development section offers a strong sense of linear expansion, combining 

M, themes and creating an almost poetic flow that influences the recapitulation, 
Mi with the themes reversed. The result is an almost palindromic presentation of 
An themes, but one in which the reverse has been affected by the middle. The an
Ri, dante is populated by a multitude of characters,from Don Juan and the Stone 
Ra Guest to a phantom knocking on Sibelius' mountain cabin door in the middle 

~ An of the night in the first section. The second section consists of a heart-wrench
Stt ing melody originally labeled "Christus"from an abandoned tone-poem on 
Ju. Dante's Divine Comedy. The final two movements provide all the necessary 
Eli sections of a traditional symphony, but develop more linearly. The result is a 

continuous, ebbing crescendo to the resplendent and triumphant Finale. 
' Sibelius certainly succeeded in composing a sweeping and intriguing exem-

plar of the form and style of the symphony, but also, whether consciously or 
subconsciously, he produced music that is evocative of his homeland's struggle. 



In Symphony No. 2, individuals are presented and then unij1ed through thetr 
combination. The music of the second movement elicits feelings of despon
dent imprisonment but freedom is soon acquired and the remaining move
ments seem to wage a defiant battle for both individual expression and col
lective unity. In the end, the work is not representative of one land, for that 
would be too limiting. Rather the Second Symphony is about the human 
struggle, and it promises what Finland ultimately achieved in its struggle 
against Russian imperialism and what all humankind can hope for-liberty 
and harmony. 

- Notes by T. J. Hoffman 

BIOGRAPHY 

The sole recipient of the Fritz Kreisler Award upon graduation from the 
prestigious Curtis Institute of Music, PAUL KIM began his conducting career 
at the age of eighteen as the Resident Conductor of the Hartwick College Sum
mer Music Festival. After serving as the Music Director of the New Academy 
Orchestra of Amsterdam, he was one of the very few candidates chosen per
sonally from the entire world for an assistantship with the Budapest Festival 
Orchestra under Ivan Fischer. He also assisted Hans Graf in the Houston pre
miere of Mozart's Davide Penitente. 

He was the winner of the International Conducting Workshop and Competi
tion in association with the St. Petersburg Philharmonic Society and has been 
invited to the final round of the Vakhtang Jordania Conducting Competition. 
He was also invited to participate in the Conductors Guild Workshop at the 
Cleveland Institute of Music and has received a Conducting Fellowship at the 
Brevard Music Festival. Recently he conducted at Cabrillo Music Festival, 
where he was the youngest among of the participants under the guidance of 
Marin Alsop and Gustav Meier. 

As a solo violinist, he made his debut with the Philadelphia Orchestra at 
the age of fifteen and has also performed with the Seoul Philharmonic. He has 
also served as concertmaster of the Symphony Orchestra of the Curtis Insti
tute of Music and participated in the Verbier Festival and Academy. His cham
ber music performances from the Sarasota Music Festival were broadcast on 
the Young Artists Showcase in New York. 

He currently holds a full scholarship from the Shepherd School of Music 
studying with Larry Rachleff, and conducts the Campanile Orchestra at Rice 
University. His other mentors include Joseph Silverstein, Peter Oundjian, 
David Effron, Jennifer Higdon, and Kyung-Wha Chung. 

UPCOMING ORCHESTRA EVENTS 

March 29 and 31 and April 2, 7:30 p. m. - SHEPHERD SCHOOL OPERA and the ~ 
SHEPHERD SCHOOL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA present La Calisto by Francesco 
Cavalli; Richard Bado, conductor; Debra Dickinson, director. Wortham Opera Thea-
tre at Alice Pratt Brown Hall. Admission (general seating): $10; students and senior 
citizens $8. For tickets call 713-348-8000. 

Thursday,April 27, 8:00 p.m. - SHEPHERD SCHOOL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA ~ 
Larry Rachleff, conductor PROGRAM: Philip Miller - Invocatio (Paul Kim, conduc-
tor); Schoenberg- Begleitmusik zu einer Lichtspiel-szene (Accompaniment to a 
cinematographic scene), Op. 34; and Beethoven - Symphony No. 6 in F Major, 
Op. 68 "Pastorale." Stude Concert Hall. Free admission. 

Friday, April 28, 8:00 p.m. - SHEPHERD SCHOOL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA and 
the RICE CHORALE Larry Rachleff, conductor PROGRAM: Mahler - Symphony 
No. 2 "Resurrection" (with Shepherd School vocal soloists). Stude Concert Hall. 
Admission (reserved seating): $10; students and senior citizens $8. For tickets call 
713-348-8000. 
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